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ABSTRACT: Crossed beam experiments and quasiclassical trajectory computations
on an ab initio potential energy surface are performed for the O(3P) + CHD3(v=0) →
OH(v′=0) + CD3(v2=0,2) and OD(v′=0,1) + CHD2(v=0) reactions. Both experiment
and theory show that the excitation functions display a concave-up behavior and the
angular distributions are backward scattered, indicating a direct rebound mechanism
and a tight-bend transition state. The reaction produces mainly ground-state products
showing the dominance of a vibrationally adiabatic reaction pathway. The standard
histogram binning cannot reproduce the observed vibrational adiabaticity, whereas
Gaussian binning gives good agreement with experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The abstraction reaction of O(3P) + CH4 is an important initial
step in hydrocarbon combustion.1 Its thermal kinetics has been
extensively investigated, both experimentally2 and theoret-
ically,3−5 over the past decades. The recommended exper-
imental rate constant for the temperature range 300−2500 K
can be expressed as k = 1.15 × 10−15T1.56 exp(−4720/T) cm3
molecule−1 s−1.2 Two most recent theoretical calculations,4,5
based on accurate ab initio potential energy surfaces (PESs),6,7
showed excellent agreement with the above expression. The
reaction is slightly endothermic by 1.59 kcal mol−1 with a
substantial adiabatic barrier to reaction, ∼10 kcal mol−1.
Although the high barrier and the high dimensionality (12
degrees of freedom) of this six-atom reaction pose considerable
challenges to detailed dynamics studies from the experimental
and theoretical perspectives, respectively, significant progress
has been made in recent years.
On the experimental side, earlier dynamics studies focused
on the product-state distributions of the ground-state reaction.
The key observations can be summarized as follows. (1) The
vibrational distribution in the umbrella mode of CH3 products
declines monotonically from v = 0 to v2 = 4,
8 suggesting that
the CH3 moiety is gradually relaxed to a planar structure during
the course of reaction. (2) The OH(v′=0) rotational
distribution is relatively cold,9 consistent with the theoretical
prediction of an abstraction mechanism with a preferentially
collinear O−H−C transition-state geometry.3−5 The renewed
interest in the dynamics studies of this reaction was arguably
sparked by the development of correlated angular and
vibrational product distribution measurements.10−14 In partic-
ular, the report on the CH-stretch excited CHD3(v1=1)
reaction with O(3P)15 inspired a number of theoretical
studies16−23 and a followed up experiment,24 focusing on the
issues of the effects of reagents vibrations on reactivity and of
the possible extension of the Polanyi’s rule25 to this central-
barrier polyatomic reaction.
Recent theoretical advances in dynamics of this reaction are
triggered by two newly developed, full dimensional ab initio
PESs.7,16 Either quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) or reduced
dimensionality quantum dynamics (QD) calculations have been
performed using these PESs and compared with available
experimental results.16−23 On the one hand, due to computa-
tional difficulties, the reported QD results are limited only to
the total reaction cross sections. On the other hand, QCT can
provide the (correlated) product angular and state distribu-
tions, subject to the usual problems of quantum effects such as
tunneling and the zero-point energy (ZPE) issues. In all cases,
reasonably good agreements between theory and experiment
are found, demonstrating the accuracy of the PESs and
confirming the direct abstraction reaction mechanism. Most
of theoretical results so far are, however, on the O(3P) + CH4/
CD4 reactions, except for two recent reports.
16,20 Using a 6-
dimensional QD approach, Yan et al. computed the excitation
functions for both the vibrationally excited and ground-state
O(3P) + CHD3 → OH + CD3 reactions, which showed good
agreements with experimental findings.20 Using the QCT
approach, Czako ́ and Bowman calculated the pair-correlated
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differential cross sections (DCS) in the O(3P) + CHD3(v1=0,1)
→ OH(v′=0) + CD3(v=0) reactions, at a single collision energy
(Ec) of 11.4 kcal mol
−1.16 Excellent agreement with experiment
was found, and the detailed theoretical analysis confirmed the
experimental conjecture that the vibrational enhancement in
reactivity is primarily due to opening the cone-of-acceptance.15
Encouraged by those fragmentary theory−experiment agree-
ments, it is desirable to have a more extensive comparison.
Reported here is a joint theory and experiment study of the
ground-state reaction of O(3P) + CHD3(v=0) over an extended
collision energy range. In addition, both isotopic product
channels, OH(v′=0) + CD3(v=0) and OD(v′=0, 1) +
CHD2(v=0), as well as an umbrella-excited product pair
OH(v′=0) + CD3(v2=2) are examined for the first time.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The rotating-sources, crossed-beam apparatus, and the time-
sliced velocity-map imaging technique for interrogating the
product pair-correlated angular distributions have been
described previously.13−15,24,26 Only the relevant features are
presented here. The O(3P)-atom beam was generated by
photolyzing SO2 (4−5% seeded in H2 at total pressure of 12
atm) by an excimer laser at 193 nm near the throat of a PZT
(piezoelectric translator) pulsed valve.13,14 To remove the small
chemical interferences from the reaction of the OH byproduct
in the beam (as evidenced from the recorded images that were
contaminated by some fait features nearly identical to those
reported in refs 27 and 28), the ArF laser was loosely focused
into a Teflon block, which was attached to the pulsed valve, to
deactivate the trace amounts of the O(1D) radical that is
thought to be the precursor for the OH contaminants in the
beam. Using a similar setup, previous studies demonstrated that
most of O atoms (∼98%) were supersonically cooled to the
lowest fine-structure state O(3P2).
29,30 Because of the high
barrier to reaction, the CHD3 beam was also seeded (∼20%) in
H2 for acceleration. To investigate the initial translational
energy dependence of the reactivity, the intersection angle of
the two molecular beams was varied, thereby changing the
relative collision energy in the center-of-mass frame. Due to the
presence of a copious amount of photolyzed S(3P) atoms in the
beam and the difference of the reduced masses for O(3P) +
CHD3 and S(
3P) + CHD3, this study is limited to the Ec range
from ∼7.5 to 13.5 kcal mol−1. [The methyl radical signals from
Figure 1. Four unnormalized raw images are exemplified in the upper panel, the left two for the ground-state CD3(v=0) products and the right two
for the umbrella-mode, first-overtone excitation of CD3(v2=2). The forward scattering angle 0° denotes the initial CHD3 direction in the center-of-
mass collision frame. Some photolysis generated backward in the forward direction was seen and discarded in image analysis. The resultant
correlated angular distributions for the OH(v′=0) + CD3(v2=0 or 2) product pairs are presented in the middle panel. The computed correlated
angular distributions at different collision energies are shown in the lower panel.
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S(3P) + CHD3 started to kick in at Ec ∼ 20 kcal mol−1. At that
intersection angle and beam speeds, the corresponding Ec for
the O(3P) + CHD3 reaction is about 14 kcal mol
−1.]
The reaction products CD3(v2=0 and 2) and CHD2(v=0)
were detected by (2+1) resonance-enhanced multiphoton
ionization (REMPI)31 and recorded by time-sliced ion
velocity-mapped images.26 The laser frequencies of the probe
were fixed at the respective peaks of the 00
0 and 22
0 Q-heads of
the 3pz
2A2← X
2A2 transitions.
31−34 As a result, only the low N-
states (N = 0−6) of methyl radical products were sampled.
Nevertheless, the acquired REMPI spectra indicated that they
represented the majority of the total reactivity of a given
product vibration state. QCT calculations at three different
collision energies, from 12 to 20 kcal mol−1, showed a slight
increase in the rotational excitation of methyl products with Ec.
In consistence with the experimental suggestion, at Ec = 12 kcal
mol−1 these low N-states account for, respectively, about two-
third of the yields for the OH(v′=0) + CD3(all v states) channel
and more than half of the OD(v′=0) + CHD2(all v states)
product populations.
III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
Full-dimensional QCT computations have been performed for
the O(3P) + CHD3(v=0) reaction using the Czako−́Bowman
ab initio PES.16 The initial conditions are the same as in ref 16.
In brief, standard normal-mode sampling is employed to
prepare the quasiclassical vibrational ground state of CHD3.
The initial distance between the center of mass of the reactants
is (x2 + b2)1/2, where b is the impact parameter and x = 10 bohr.
The orientation of CHD3 is randomly sampled and b is scanned
from 0 to 5 bohr with a step size of 0.5 bohr. We run 25 000
trajectories at each b; thus, the total number of trajectories is
275 000 for each Ec. QCT computations are carried out at six
different collision energies in the Ec range 10−20 kcal mol−1.
We use an integration step of 0.0726 fs (3 atomic-unit-of-time)
and the trajectories are propagated until the actual maximum
interatomic distance is 1 bohr larger than the initial one.
To make direct comparison between theory and experiment,
we have computed the cross sections and angular distributions
corresponding to the OH(v′=0) + CD3(v2=0 and 2) and
OD(v′=0,1) + CHD2(v=0) product channels. The correlated
product vibrational states are assigned by employing the
procedures described in refs 35 and 36. Cross sections are
computed using both the standard histogram binning (HB) and
the energy-based Gaussian binning (1GB).35−37 1GB assigns a
weight to each reactive trajectory on the basis of the energy
difference between the harmonic quantum vibrational energy of
the product state and the actual classical vibrational energy of
the product molecule obtained exactly in the Cartesian space.36
In the case of a correlated product state, we compute a weight
for each product and then calculate the product of the two
weights, thereby accounting for any unphysical energy flow
between the product molecules. Because 1GB gives small
weights to trajectories that significantly violate ZPE, 1GB
handles the usual ZPE issue of the QCT method. (Strictly
speaking 1GB treats the ZPE violation of the total vibrational
energy, but mode-specific ZPE violation is possible.) Note,
however, that 1GB may not provide realistic absolute cross
sections due to the “denominator issue”. In the present study
the reaction probabilities are obtained as the sum of weights of
the reactive trajectories divided by the total number of
trajectories. Thus, in the denominator we do not use the sum
of weights of all the trajectories, because the assignment of
realistic weights for nonreactive trajectories is problematic.
(This could result in erroneously large weights for some of the
nonreactive trajectories, especially at high b, where the
interaction between the reactants may be small. Further
discussion and possible solutions of the 1GB normalization
issue can be found in ref 37.) Therefore, the 1GB cross sections
should be considered in a relative scale. For the correlated
angular distributions we use HB to ensure the good statistical
accuracy.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. OH(v′=0) + CD3(v2=0, 2) Channels. Figure 1 (upper
panel) exemplifies four raw images, two for CD3(v=0) and two
for CD3(v2=2) products. All four images show a distinct
backward-dominant feature corresponding to the OH(v′=0) +
CD3(v2=0 or 2) product pair. After the density-to-flux
correction,26,38 the pair-correlated angular distributions can be
obtained and displayed in the lower experimental panel. As is
seen, all distributions are sharply backward peaking, indicative
of a direct rebound mechanism. A closer inspection reveals
some subtle trends. For example, for a given CD3 vibrational
state, the increase in Ec broadens the angular distribution.
Comparing the CD3(v2=2) distribution to CD3(v=0) at similar
Ec’s shows the former is distinctly broader despite less available
energy for disposal. Figure 1 also presents the corresponding
QCT results over a much wider Ec range than experiment. The
dominance of backward-scattered distributions is clearly
reproduced; however, the subtle trends, i.e., the Ec- and the
CD3 vibrational-state dependences, are less obvious than
experiment. Nevertheless, theory shows that the angular
distributions shift toward sideways directions as Ec increases,
in qualitative agreement with experiment. This shift suggests
that the probability of the stripping mechanism (reactivity at
larger impact parameters) slightly increases with Ec. Note that
previously we found much more pronounced Ec-dependent
backward−forward shift for the Cl + CH4(v=0) reaction,
39
indicating that the stripping mechanism is more significant in
the Cl-atom reaction than in the O(3P)-atom reaction.
Following the procedure described previously,40 the pair-
correlated excitation functions (i.e., the collision energy
dependency of the integral cross sections) were obtained by
normalizing the images at different Ec. Figure 2 upper panel
presents the experimental results. Because we do not know the
Franck−Condon factors of the 000 and 220 bands, the ordinates of
the two experimental plots merely reflect the relative REMPI
signal strengths. Both product states indicate a reactive
threshold of ∼8 kcal mol−1, which compares well to the
previously reported value for O(3P) + CH4 [ref 14] and to the
theoretically predicted adiabatic barrier height of ∼10 kcal
mol−1.7,16 The slight discrepancy in energy conceivably arises
from the tunneling effects of the transferred H atom and/or
theory may overestimate the adiabatic barrier. (Theoretically
the classical barrier height is known accurately, 14.1 ± 0.2 kcal
mol−1 without spin−orbit correction;16 however, the apparently
large vibrational effects on the barrier height have large
uncertainties.) In the post-threshold region, both excitation
functions display a distinct concave-up dependency, again
similar to the observation for O(3P) + CH4,
14 yet in sharp
contrast to the concave-down behavior seen in the nearly
isoenergetic Cl + CHD3(v=0) reaction.
41 As argued previously,
such a concave-up dependency of excitation function is the
result of a relatively tight-bend transition-state structure near
the barrier.14 The tight-bend conjecture is also in line with the
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narrow angular range of the product angular distributions
(Figure 1).
The corresponding QCT results obtained by HB and 1GB
are also shown in Figure 2. As seen, both HB and 1GB display
similar Ec dependencies and the concave-up behavior observed
in the post-threshold region is well reproduced. 1GB gives
significantly larger absolute cross sections, but this may not be
realistic due to the normalization issue as mentioned in section
III. The advantage of 1GB can be clearly seen in Figure 3,
where the correlated OH vibrational branching ratios are shown
at different Ec. In the experiment only OH(v′=0) is observed, as
expected on the basis of available energy. However, HB
provides 20−40% populations for OH(v′=1) due to the
possible ZPE violation of CD3 and the rounding issue of HB.
As seen in Figure 3, 1GB solves these problems and provides
physically correct results; i.e., the fraction of OH(v′=1) drops
to zero or close to zero at high Ec.
B. OD(v′=0, 1) + CHD2(v=0) Channel. The upper
experimental panel of Figure 4 illustrates two raw images
when the CHD2(v=0) products are probed. Two distinct
backward ring features are now seen, energetically correspond-
ing to the concomitantly formed OD(v′=0) and OD(v′=1)
products for the outer and inner rings, respectively. After the
density-to-flux correction,26,38 the desired correlated angular
distributions (the middle experimental panel) and correlated
OD vibrational distribution (the lower experimental panel) are
presented. In contrast to the analogous CD3(v=0) channel
(Figure 1), the change in Ec exerts little impact to the product
angular distributions. From the recoil speed distributions (the
lower experimental panel), it is clear that the OD(v′=0)
products dominate, indicative of a vibrationally adiabatic
process. And this vibrational adiabaticity does not vary much
with the change in Ec. For the OD(v′) + CHD2(v) product
channel, only the formation of the CHD2(v=0) product was
reported here. [The signals for the CHD2(42
0) + OD product
channel were also detected, but too weak to be quantified.] It is
worth noting that the vibrationally adiabatic propensity also
holds in the CH stretch-excited reaction of O(3P) +
CHD3(v1=1),
15 for which about 90% of the OH products in
the OH(v′) + CD3(v=0) product channel are born in v′ = 1a
highly inverted distribution. The computed OD(v′) vibrational
branching ratios for O(3P) + CHD3(v=0) → OD(v′=0,1) +
CHD2(v=0) are shown in Figure 3. As seen, HB seriously
overestimates OD(v′=1), whereas 1GB gives only about 10%
OD(v′=1); i.e., the dominance of OD(v′=0) is seen, in
agreement with experiment.
Figure 4 also presents the computed angular distributions for
the pair-correlated OD(v′=0) + CHD2(v=0) products and the
center of mass speed distributions of CHD2(v=0). The angular
distributions over the shown Ec range are all backward peaking,
again indicative of a rebound mechanism. Compared to the
experimental distributions at Ec ∼ 12 kcal mol−1, the QCT
distribution is somewhat broader. Considering the computed
speed distributions we find that HB gives significantly broader
distributions than 1GB and neither HB nor 1GB shows the
experimentally observed small peak corresponding to OD-
(v′=1). Nevertheless, the distributions at Ec = 12 kcal mol−1
show that both HB and 1GB reproduce well the maximum
position of the main peak of the measured distribution.
Figure 2. Experimental and theoretical excitation functions of the
reactions O(3P) + CHD3(v=0)→ OH(v′=0) + CD3(v2=0 and 2). The
ordinates of the two experimental plots, the left for CD3(v2=0) and the
right for CD3(v2=2), are scaled according to the REMPI signal
strengths. The QCT data are analyzed using different binning
techniques. The absolute cross sections obtained by Gaussian binning
(1GB) may not be realistic due to the normalization issue (see text for
more details).
Figure 3. Computed correlated OH(v′) and OD(v′) vibrational branching ratios as a function of collision energy obtained by different binning
techniques (HB and GB).
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However, HB seriously overestimates the width of the
OD(v′=0) peak, whereas 1GB gives good agreement with
experiment.
Figures 5 compares the experimental and theoretical
excitation functions of the OD(v′) + CHD2(v=0) channels.
As is the OH + CD3 product channels, distinct concave-up
shape in the post-threshold region is seen. HB-QCT and 1GB-
QCT give similar concave-up excitation functions. As
mentioned above, the main difference between the HB and
1GB results is that HB overestimates the v′ = 1 cross sections
relative to v′ = 0, whereas 1GB gives good agreement with
experiment. In the experimental panel the scale of the ordinate
is normalized to that shown in Figure 2 by the relative signal
strengths. Roughly speaking, the CHD2(v=0) signal is about a
factor of 2 smaller than CD3(v=0), which deviates significantly
from the QCT prediction, because the computed cross sections
of CHD2(v=0) are 2−3 times larger than those of CD3(v=0).
This discrepancy most likely arises from the unknown Frank−
Condon factors of the two REMPI bands, CD3(00
0) versus
CHD2(00
0), as well as the possible rotation-probe effects of the
experiment.42−44
V. CONCLUSIONS
We report here a joint crossed-beam and QCT study of the
O(3P) + CHD3(v=0) reaction over an extended Ec range.
Three pair-correlated CD3(v=0) + OH(v′), CD3(v2=2) +
OH(v′) and CHD2(v=0) + OD(v′) product channels are
examined. Qualitative or in some cases semiquantitative
agreements between theory and experiment are found, from
which a few general conclusions about the title reaction can be
drawn. The underlying reaction mechanism is a direct rebound
pathway, as suggested by the backward-dominant angular
distribution. The cone-of-acceptance near the barrier must be
relatively small (i.e., a tight-bend transition state), as manifested
by the concave-up excitation functions in the post-threshold
region and the narrowness of product scattered angle ranges.
The reaction proceeds vibrationally adiabatically and yields
predominantly the ground vibration states of products.
Interestingly, the same conclusion of vibrational adiabaticity
was also drawn in the stretch-excited reactions of O(3P) +
Figure 4. Upper experimental panel exemplifies two raw images of the CHD2(v=0) products. The two ring-like features in the backward hemisphere
are ascribed to the concomitantly formed OD(v′=0), the outer ring, and OD(v′=1), the inner ring. The middle and lower experimental panels show
the resultant correlated angular and product speed distributions, respectively. The computed correlated angular and CHD2(v=0) speed distributions
at different collision energies are shown in the right panels. For the speed distributions histogram binning and Gaussian binning refer to the binning
of the product vibrational states.
Figure 5. Experimental and theoretical excitation functions of the
OD(v′) + CHD2(v=0) product channels. The yield of OD(v′=0) is
significantly higher than OD(v′=1), suggestive of a vibrationally
adiabatic pathway. The experimental scale of the ordinate is
comparable to that for Figure 2, reflecting the relative REMPI signals
in detecting the CHD2(v=0) and CD3(v=0) products. The QCT data
are analyzed using different binning techniques. The absolute cross
sections obtained by Gaussian binning (1GB) may not be realistic due
to the normalization issue (see text for more details).
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CHD3(v1=1)
15 and CH4(v3=1).
24 By way of contrast, although
the ground-state reactions of Cl + CHD3(v=0)/CH4(v=0) are
vibrationally adiabatic,41,45 a significant nonadiabaticity was
noted in the stretch-excited reactions.46,47
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